III. Webb AFB, Texas

April 1961 - May 1966

5 years

1607 Lark Street, Big Spring
64 Chanute Dr., Webb AFB
This active duty time for me was just wonderful. Jeanne enjoyed it as she was back in the military.
Reflectively, I can say the five years went really well as we enjoyed the small base, our new family, the
other instructor pilots and their wives, so we just had a great time.
We moved into 1607 Lark in 1961 and stayed there through the one year of pilot training and then
moved on base in early '64 and then stayed there till I got out of the AF in 1966.
From Lark I can remember how enjoyable it was to see the jets make their left break over 17Left and the
wide final sometimes over us and we could almost watch them all the way around as the house was just
a mile east of the base. When the F-102s and later the F-104s from the 331st Fighter Interceptor
Squadron pitched out it was pretty and sometimes a loud show.
(I will show you on the Goggle map what I am talking about and show you where we lived.)
We moved into 64 Chanute in early 1964 and enjoyed the Air Force way of living in base housing.
Actually, for Jeanne and I, it was a splendid time to enjoy the AF with a new home, a base with a BX,
the base hospital, Officer's Club, and all that goes with it. We still have friends from this time of life for
example, Frank Strickler, Judy Hanson, Dick and Natalie Sitarz, and Dwight Hartzell.
Events/time frame
Primary Flight Training - Blue Flight T-37B, middle of April 61 - Oct '61.
Kelly was born on 3 July 1961 (Jeanne was age 21.5)
Basic Flight Training - Red Flight T-33A, Oct '61 - 11 May 61
Completed "Jet Pilot Training" and awarded Aeronautical Rating of "Pilot" 11 May 1962
Promoted to First Lieutenant (1/Lt.).
Pilot Instructor Training - TDY to Randolph AFB, T-33A - 21 May 61 to 19 July.
Local T-37B Upgrade - Webb, July 1962 to Sept 62 - Blue Flight - First student flight 10 Sept 62.
Hollis, Oklahoma - on leave in 26 July to 29 Aug 1963, Spraying cotton!
T-38A IP Upgrade - TDY to Randolph, 29 Oct to 9 Dec 1963. Webb local checkout to end of year.
Green Flight - First Student in T-38A on 4 Jan 1964.
Lisa was born on 21 March 1964 (Jeanne was age 24.3)
Promoted to Regular Officer (RegAF - 1st Lt.) on 22 April 1964
AF Jet Pilot Doctor's Degree Oct 1965 for 2000 hours Jet time (note: as a lieutenant...).
Stillwater, Oklahoma - on leave for ATR, sailplane, instrument instructor late Oct to 3 Nov 1965.
Promoted to Captain - and later to Senior Pilot (with star on my wings).
AF separation from Regular AF 71385A 11 May 1966 to FANG FG3105829 12 May 1966.
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Graduation Picture from Pilot Training - Reason for going to pilot training: to get the wings!
(Fulfills the goal out of high school: degree, commission, and pilot wings.)
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This
note book,
you must know,
is a sample of snap
shots seriously constructed
of what pictures and documents
I could dig up but in no way shows
or reflects the complete and unadulterated
life, history, happenings of my life, so you must
know these clips, comments, and commentary are just
that; meaning, I could take till the second coming
(and you know how I feel about eschatology)
to work on more details and how this
has affected me; but what really
is important --- ontologically,
...is just how seriously
the scrapbook will
actually affect
you.
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1/Lt. Harry "Frigate" Videll, Basic Flying Instructor - Red Flight, 3561st PTS
2nd Lts Gary Heartsill, Larry Lydick, James Hull, Thomas Kempster, Class 62-G
T-33A Lockheed "T-Bird" Shooting Star
(See my 62-G Webb AFB, Class Book)
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Graduation from USAF UPT Basic Training in the T-33A
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One year of pilot training

1961 May - Report for duty. Paperwork, books, boots, dog tags, flight suits, physicals, PT, and schedule.
Primary Training in the T-37B "Tweet"
~Six months: 133.7 hrs total, 38.5 hrs solo, 366 ldgs
Ground school - half each day with academics on flying, physiology, T-37B, and navigation.
Flight line - meeting instructor(s), briefings, snack bar, parachutes, flying, link trainers.
Contact - All flying maneuvers: local area, acrobatics, traffic patterns, emergencies.
Instrument - Hooded flying: practice, approaches, navigation.
Formation - Two ship: formation, rejoins, trail acro, patterns.
Navigation - Cross country flying, mostly IFR, day and night.
Check rides - In each phase to include progress checks
Basic Training in the T-33A "T-Bird"
~Six months: 132 hrs total, 181 ldgs.
Ground school - about the same in Basic.
Flying - also about the same but upping the standards as we went, as the T-Bird was a more
sophisticated airplane and demanded a bit more skill to fly, plus it was getting old. The ole T-33
as shown in the next page (from my class book) was just a joy to fly: single seat, single engine just like the F-100 - but the HUN had a burner and guns.
Formation was four ship.
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One of the extracurricular duties in the Air Force is to make points for promotion and "OERs " or
Officer Effectiveness Report (or ER for short), so I came up with a drill team (see OSU second year
ROTC - and summer camp at Luke for a drill team) made up of mostly Air Force Academy graduates in
UPT class 65A so they knew how to march. Four of these lieutenants were at my table in the T-38A
"Talon" in Green Flight and I talked them into forming a drill team to perform at a couple of events
around Big Spring and Webb. We had fun and it was worth the time and effort for us both.
NOTE: You might wonder why we are marching on gravel and not a nice grass field. Well, actually
there was not much grass in Big Spring (some will say Big Springs but that is wrong) as we are in west
Texas and there are more sand dunes than grass...few cattle, but lots of oil.
Speaking of dust, I will remind you there were times when dust storms came thru/by/in/around/under/all
over and you could in no way 'could not' get away from it. Taping the windows would not help. The
good thing about the storms, most of the time, you could see them coming from miles away. Still, given
what we got, being in Big Spring at Webb AFB was a wonderful experience.
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A little smoke blowing here but some of it is true and certainly it was a lot of fun.
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Notice helmet in the Tweet. It had a stripe and ♥sill on the visor...there is a reason for pointing this out.
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Just showing off a page in my scrap book flying the big 450 Stearman.
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Neat drawing of my call sign. Will write a paper sometime reporting all the different call signs.
Some of us, by our old friends in these times, are called by our AF call signs.
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My instructor in T-38 IP Upgrade at Randolph AFB in San Antonio, TX
This is in October of 1963 with Capt Ron "Rocky" Marzano.
We had a splendid time flying the "White Rocket."
About 40 hours in the program - all smiles!
(Jeanne was about four months with Lisa...
See her pretty picture next page)
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Collateral duties involved escorting the wife's of my T-38 IP Upgrade class at Randolph to the line and
trying on our g-suits - and having pictures made. Jeanne, of course, was just far enough along with Lisa
she could not strap into or get it a g-suit zipped up.
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Again, look at this helmet.
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Now we can do our Jeanne tree!
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Jean Louise ELLIOTT Heartsill
George W. Ltle + MaryAnn Bird Ltle
B?
B 25 Aug 1846
D?
Madison, IA
M 1869
Cem. Loveland, CO
|
|
James Harvey ELLIOTT + Jean Viola Ltle Elliott
Charles "Van" L. Porter + Charlotte "Lottie" Mabel Betts
B 1884
B 1888
B?
B 23 Dec 1880
D 1958
D 1936
D?
D?
Cem. Loveland, CO
Cem. Loveland, CO
M 17 Dec 1902
|
Cem. Fort Collins, CO
|
|
|
|
Ralph Harvey ELLIOTT
+
Ruth LaVanche Porter ELLIOTT
B 4 April 1911
B 10 Feb 1913
Fort Collins, CO
M 28 Feb 1935 Fort Collins, CO
Fort Collins, CO
D 8 Nov 2008
D 8 Feb 1977
Cem. Apple Valley, CA
(Escondido, CA) - Crem Pacific Ocean
|
|
Her name added to Porter Tombstone
|
+ Robbie Ann Chancey Elliott
|
|
B 15 April 1924 Hattiesburg, MS
|
|
M 20 Aug 1977
|
|
D 26 June 2007
|
|
Cem. Apple Valley, CA
|
|_________________________________________________________|
|
|
Jean Louise Elliott Heartsill
+
Gary Leon Heartsill
B 11 Dec 1939
B 31 March 1938
Fort Collins, CO
M 12 Jun 1960
Ardmore, OK
D 25 Feb 2014 Plano, TX
D
Crem Pacific Ocean
Crem
Cem. Ardmore, OK
Cem. Ardmore, OK
|
|
|___________________________________________|
|
Laura Kelly Heartsill + Richard Arthur Gibbs_______|
B 3 July 1961
B 4 April 1965
|
Big Spring, Texas
Lanin, MI
|
|
|
|_______Lisa Jean Heartsill + Gregory Chapman Bernard
|
M 24 Dec 1991 |
B 21 March 1964
B 27 Nov 1958
|
|
|
Big Spring, TX
New Orleans, LA
|
|______________|
|
M 1 Feb 1992
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|______________________|
|
Aurelia Claire Gibbs
|
|
B 3 May 1991
|
|
Dallas, TX
Grady Payton Bernard ___|
|
B 6 Jan 1994
|
|
Irvine, CA
|___Emily Jean Bernard
|____ + Charles Daniel Grant
B 22 Dec 1995
B 30 Sept 1961
Denton, TX
Miami, FL
M 2 Dec 2006
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Look at especially the two end pictures. One was at 1607 Lark and the other is 64 Chanute.
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This is our field grade quarters at 64 Chanute Dr. on Webb AFB. Being a company grade officer it was a
privilege to have a few more square feet to live in. Course, after 1607 this was the cats meow. And it
was a very nice place for the kids to grow up. Look at how much they grew - especially Lisa from this
picture lower left being brand new and where she was after that.
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There are just no words...
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"...is permanently promoted in the RegAF to the grade of First Lieutenant, with DOR 22 Apr 64..."
(The history here is to note who the Chief of Staff was...- why?)
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This was actually a big evening at the Officer's Club and was called Red Stocking Review.
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Flying time entering UPT at Webb = 3,060.0
1961 May thru Dec UPT 205.5
1962 517.0
1963 715.1
1964 708.4
26 Aug 64 logged 5,000th hour (total time) on a T-38 mission.
1965 626.4
1966 201.1
Total time during Active Duty = 2973.5 and includes aero club and spraying.
Flying time total leaving AF = 6009.8
What this does not show, but I know, is the number of times I lugged (happily) my parachute to fly one
of the three jets in my first tour with the Air Force at about 1.2 or 1. 3 hours per flight. And that is just
fine as not everyone gets to do a burner climb to 41,000 feet in 4 minutes, or watch students work their
way through learning about flying jets like I did - and getting ready for Viet Nam - and a career in the
service (or airline, or corporate job).
What this does not show, but I know, is the number of pilots both students and instructors who were
killed while I was on this tour; for sure, it was not a lot but seeing the parachutes, holes in the ground,
and blackish smoke rising a mile or so from the base is just part of the tour - as sad as it was for the
families.
What this does not show, but I know, has to do with other duties like being on "mobile control" and kind
of running the traffic pattern during flying operations as it was, for a while my duty was to make sure
everyone was playing by the rules and being safe or standing by to help those with an issue and comma
to shoot a flare at some one if they didn't have their gear down - or sassed me over the radio...
[Emily Jean, can you identify the splendid use of my "anaphoric referent"?]
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I kidded a lot of folks with my comment of being a "Civilian Exchange Pilot" while on active duty as I
spent a lot of time with the Webb Aero Club, flying my own plane (a Webb club plane I started), using a
civilian title for my call sign which was "Cropduster" and going off on leave all the time to either spray
or do what I did in Stillwater and get my Air Line Transport rating, plus my seaplane rating, plus my
glider rating, plus adding the instrument instructor to my civilian instructor certificate.
Am making an issue out of this because it got me hired latter on in my flying career and paid off when I
was furloughed with Braniff - and when it went bankrupt the first time.
This is to say I paid a price for 'going on leave all the time' and getting the ratings or better said, doing
all the flying I did. I paid the price and it paid off. Course, I didn't work/fly any harder than anyone else
(well, not really, I out flew most of them - at least had more flying time - so for the price? It was worth it
and I would do it again...which I will show as we go thru from Lear Jets to Boeing 727s to stunt planes.
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"Success is liking yourself, liking what you do, and liking how you do it."
Maya Angelou

Me, Jack Lapsley, Tiner on the left. A shot out the left window at the SWO airport looking north east.
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"Cropduster"
The spray painted rank on my flight suit name tag is new in this photo and is probably the official shot
for Air Force to show a brand new captain. (Did I tell you this was just about my only uniform for five
years?) I am around age 27 and in my last year on active duty (first tour). They would not give me an F100 as my next assignment and after a discussion with more than one full colonel I resigned my regular
commission and bailed (intransitive)...course, had the Fighting Air National Guard (FANG) all ready in
line so it was not a big step but (again) I paid dearly for some experience I couldn't buy. Looking back at
the time I spent, it laid the background for the next, kiss my ass (as Aunt Alice would say), 48 years...the
HUN, the Learjet, and the Boeing 727.
Let me continue to tell you about how much fun this was and how fast we moved around during some
hectic flying in Columbus - before we go to Dallas in this Scrapbook - where it gets worser (yes, f'ing
worser) when I have to pay the price to fly the one aeroplane that "if I had 20 seconds of time left to
breath" this is the ship I would be in - shooting the four forward firing 20 mm Pontiac cannons!
[Selfishly, but with pride, how many people do you know who have been lucky to fly the HUN?]
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***Please tell me, Kelly and Lisa, why the next pictures of Big Spring profoundly put me to tears...
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This would be a good spot or place to expand on an area I have been thinking about but will postpone
the writing because of a couple of reasons. One of which is the time I need to finish my work for my
grand kids and, two is I really don't know how to describe what it is like to sit in a jet trainer and give
anyone a feel/insight/understanding/idea of what it is like...maybe some other time under the rubric of
'what it is like in the cockpit teaching lieutenants how to fly - but will leave this for later.
The reason is to explain the difference in sitting in the back seat of an Aeronca Champ doing left pattern
turns around the field and doing the same thing in a Tweet or a white rocket 38. I shall, if I can, expound
on at least what I think it is and maybe give the impression so you all can have the understanding of
going from 80 miles and hour to 250 knots and going from just a seat belt and sun glasses to a helmet, gsuit, and a ejection seat.
Maybe later on from inside the cockpit.
Next is the HUN and Lear Jets - and being gone all the time - kinda like it has been - and will be for the
next 25 years...

"When you reach for the stars, you may not quite get one, but you won't come
up with a hand full of mud either." Gaius Petronius
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